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' TENNESSEE _ VALLEY AUTHORITY ''
4 1 -

, ,

SN 157B Lookout Place
- May 24, 1990

_

U.S; Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
"

ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington,-..D.C. '20555 ~

,

1 Gentlemen:.
w

si~ :In1the Matter of. .
) Docket Nos. 50-259-

. Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-260'

50-296-

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) - DOCKET NO.-50-259 - FACILITY OPERATING
LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-259/90007'

The' enclosed-report provides details concerning the isolation of ple** Nh
k pressure fire protection systems resulting in a technical specifict- s

violation. This report is being submitted in accordance with 10 C'+
50.73(a)(2)(1).-

4.Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

. _

. R. Bynum
Vice. President
Nuclear Power Production

Enclosures
-cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration
U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region II

L 101 Marietta. Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

'INP0 Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN

- h5310308900524
~

g ADOCK 05000259
PDC q

[$$A
An Equal Opportunity Employer /
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;a .NRC. Form 36,6- U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION- Approved OMB No. 3150-0104
J6-89). Expires 4/30/92.

usee EM REPE (LER)
A

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER-(2)|PAGE(3) j
' Browns Ferry Unit 1 101510101012 15 19 1110Fl 4 |TITLE (4) Isolation of Plant High Pressure Fire '

Protection Svitems Resultino in Technical Soecification Violation.
EVENT DAY (5)- | LER NUMBER (6) l REPORT DATE (7) | OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (B)

|- | | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER($)
MONTHl DAY lYEAR lYEAR l | NUMBER I | NUMBER IMONTHl DAY lYEAR l Browns Ferry Unit 2 1015l01010l21610

| | | |_l- |_I I I | | |
0 14 12 16 19 10 19 10 l l01017| 1 0 1 0 1 015 12 1419 |nl Browns Ferrv Unit 3 1015101010l21916 j

OPERATING 'l |THISREPORTISSUBMITTEDPURSUANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CFR%:' !

MODE | | (Check one or more of the fo11owino)(11) .j
(9) I i |20.402(b) |_|20.405(c) |_|50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_|73.71(b) -{

POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|50.36(c)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(v) |_|73.71(c) !

LEVEL | |_|20.405(a)(1)(ii) |_|50.36(c)(2) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vii) |_|0THER(Specifyin
(10) 10 10 10 l _|20.405(a)(1)(iii) |Ll50.73(a)(2)(i) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) | Abstract below and in ,

|_|20.405(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(li) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)| Text, NRC Form 366A) !

I 120.405(a)(1)(v) i 150.73(a)(2)(illi l 150.73(a)(2)(x) |
'

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12) '

NAME | TELEPHONE NUMBER

|AREACODE| |
Steven W. Austin. Como11ance Enoineer i210|5l7|2l9|-|21014|9 i

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBE 0 IN THIS REPORT (13)

| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |
CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT |MANUFACTURERl TO NPRDS | |CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT IMANUFACTURERl TO NPROS l

i I I | | 1 I | | | 1
1 I I I I | t i l i I I I I I I I I I I i 1 1 I I

I I I I I I I I I | 1 4

ii i I i i l | I I I I I I I I I i i i l | I I I t
SUPPLEMEN_TAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) | EXPECTED |MONTHlDAYIYEAR j

__ |_ | SUBMISSION | | | l

| YES (If ves. comolete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) I X | NO l DATE (15) | 1 | | I | i

ADSTRACT-(Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16) ]
1
'On April 26, 1990 at approximately 1045 hours, the high pressure fire protection

(HPFP) System water supply to the Units 2 and 3 Turbine Building, Reactor Building,
the Unit 3 Diesel Generator Building, and the Control Building was isolated while j
attempting to stop water leakage from a broken underground pipe.

The event resulted from isolations on the HPFP system in an attempt to isolate a '

| broken water pipe. The cause of the event was personnel error. Non-licensed
|. operations fire protection personnel, not cognizant of the HPFP system
| configuration, isolated the north header supply from the west supply of the HPFP j

system with the north header isolated from the east supply side for required 1

maintenance without first contacting the shift operations supervisor.

The corrective action was to return the HPFP system to service. Further corrective
action will include counselling the personnel involved, and review of the Final
Event Report.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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''

Exptres 4/30/92-
.,

'

LKENSEE EVENT REPORillER)
' TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)l LER NUMBER f6) | | PAGE f3)

| | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION] | |.| |
Browns Ferry Unit 1- | lYEAR I | NUMBER l l NUMBER l j| | |

101510101012 15 19 19 10 l--| 0 1 0 l 7 l--| 0 1 0 10 12'10Fl0 14
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

- Description of Event

On April 26,_1990 at approximately 1045 hours, the high pressure fire protection
_ -(HPFP) system (KP) water supply to the Units 2 and 3 Turbine Building, Reactor

Building, the Unit 3 Diesel Generator Building, and the Control Building was
isolated while attempting to stop water leakage from a broken underground water pipe.

J
' .At approximately 1030 hours, modifications personnel, digging fence post holes

required for the security fence upgrade, struck an underground pipe for the. potable
water distribution system (KKl. The Nuclear Security officer working with the.
modifications personnel requested that the central alarm station notify plant
operations of the broken waterline. Noting operations fire protection persc,s el in
the area, the security officer requested their assistance.

At approximately 1045 hours, while attempting to stop the flow of water from a
broken pipe, the non-licensed operations fire protection personnel closed a potable
water system branch sectionalizing valve. This action did not stop the leek.
Consequently, the operations fire protection personnel closed one north supply HPFP
system main circuit loop isolation valves with no effect on the leak. This action
isolated _the Unit 2 and Unit 3 Turbine Buildings, the Unit 3 Diesel Generator
Building, and the Control Building.

,

By approximately 1050 hours, both the Units 1 and 2 assistant shift operations-
supervisors (ASOS) arrived at the location of the event to confer with the
operations fire protection personnel. The ASOSs and operations fire protection
personnel decided to close a main isolation valve for the west trunk of the HPFP
loop. This valve was closed without any effect on the leak. Next, the isolation
valve between the west trunk and the HPFP supply to the cooling towers was closed.
This also had no effect on the leaking pipe. The main shut-off valve for the
potable water system was then closed. Closing this valve stopped the leak.

At 1410 hours, operations fire protection personnel opened the three HPFP isolation
valves. At 1545 hours all isolated fire protection stations were returned to
service.

During this event, Units 1, 2, and 3 were defueled. This action resulted in the
isolation of Units 2 and 3 Turbine Buildings and Reactor Building, the Unit 3 Diesel

,

Generator. Building, and the Control Building HPFP systems which is prohibited by
- technical specifications (TS). Failure to meet TSs is reportable under

10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i).

Analysis of Event

The potable water system is for use in plumbing systems at the plant in situations
where a state-approved water supply is required. This system has no safety
significance at the plant.a

The HPFP system supplies water for a fixed c.ter spray, preaction sprinkler, fire
.

hose stations, and hydrants throughout the plant and yard areas. Three HPFP main
6 Sh)-NRC Fo J
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TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)| LER NUMBER (61- | | PAGE (3)'
| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | |'| | ||

' Browns Ferry Unit 1 .| lYEAR | | NUMBEP- |: | NUMBER | |- | | |
101510101012 15 19 19 10 |--l 0 1 0 l' 7 l-l 0 I 0 1 01-310Fl0 14

TEXT (If more space is reoired use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)
The north loop circuit of the plant had.been previously isolated from the east side
for required maintenance activities. This combination resulted in the isolation of
the HPFP system that placed the plant outside TSs.

During the event, the safety of the plant, its personnel, and the public was not
compromised.- Personnel were stationed at the three closed HPFP system isolation.
valves in the event a quick return to service would be required. All welding and
grinding operations in the plant were suspended and additional'firewatches were. j
posted throughout the plant. If a fire had occurred during the time of the HPFP !
system isolation, personnel stationed at the isolation valves would have promptly -1
reopened the valves which would have restored the system to operation.

'

j
1

Cause of the Event !
=l

The cause of this event was personnel error. Non-licensed operations fire i

!protection personnel failed to contact the shif t operations supervisor (SOS) prior
to closing the HPFP isolation valve to the west' supply to the north fire protection
header or the potable water sectionalizing valve. Furthermore, the non-licensed i

operations- fire protection personnel at the scene were not cognizant of the fire
protection system configuration. They were unaware that. closure of the west supply !

' isolation valve in combination with isolation of the east: supply to north loop
,

circuit, due to ongoing maintenance, isolated the HPFP in various areas of the l
'lplant. The operations fire protection personnel did contact their office prior to

full closure of the west supply isolation valve. The personnel who verified the j
drawings were not cognizant of the fire protection system configuration. !,

A contributing factor in this event was that the operations fire protection
personnel at.the scene of the event perceived that an emergency situation was :

forming. The-post hole was in the area of HPFP piping and there were indications |
that a HPFP pipe had been broken. Past history on the HPFP system has indicated
that loss of HPFP pressure could lead to unnecessary equipment wetdown and damage in
the plant. Therefore, quick action would be needed to prevent this occurrence.

Corrective Actions

.The corrective action for the event was to return the HPFP system to service, repair
the potable water system pipe and return that system to service.

To prevent reoccurrence of this event, operations fire protection personnel will be |
trained on independent work limitations, the requirements for control room oversite, '

and control of all plant evolutions. They will be counseled on proper
'communications and protocol techniques. The final event report issued as a result

of this event will be reviewed by all operations personnel and the event will be
.

discussed with the operations personnel involved.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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LKENSEEESTREPORT(LER)
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1)- '|0OCKETNUMBER(2) | LER NUMBER (6) l l PAGE (3)

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
Browns Ferry Unit 1 | lYEAR | 1 NUMBER l i NUMBER | | | | |

101510101012 15 19 19 10 1 - 1 0 l 0 1 7 l - l 0 1 0 10 1 4|Orio i4
TEXT (If more space is required. use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

Previous Similar Events

Three similar events have occurred at BFN which resulted in isolations on the HPFP
system. These events, even though all were the result of personnel error, are not.
related to the event discussed in this LER. The events listed below are a result
of personnel error at the beginning of a maintenance activity or return to service
following maintenance. The event discussed in this LER resulted from a failure of
the' fire protection personnel to use the proper communications and protocol
techniques before altering the valve alignment of this HPFP system.- The corrective
actions for this event are geared to reinforce the use of the proper chain of
command for plant activities.

LER 259/90004 - Violation of fire protection technical specifications resulted from
a loss of all three reactor building hose stations during isolations for required
system maintenance.

LER 259/85019 - Violation of fire protection technical specifications resulted from
a failure to fully follow the repair and alignment procedure following required
maintenance.

LER 296/81029 - Violation of fire protection technical specifications resulted from
a failure to fully open isolation valves on the preaction sprinkler system after
required maintenance.

Commitments

The operations fire protection personnel will be counseled on independent work
limitations, the requirements for. control room oversite, and control of
evolutions. They will also be counseled on proper communications and protocol
techniques. All operations personnel will review the final event report. These
. tasks will be completed by June 30, 1990.

Energy Industry Identification System EIIS Codes are Identified in the Text
as [XX]

|
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